The genres of science fiction, the comic strip, the graphic novel and animated film, long considered marginal to the mainstream literary canon, have now become important vehicles for environmentalist thought and art. Animated film, in particular, has evolved into a crucial medium for the representation of humans' relationships to natural environments in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. With a range of well-known animated films produced by Disney Studios as a background, this chapter focuses on Japanese animation, particularly on the works of two directors who have shaped the pathbreaking work Studio Ghibli for close to three decades: Miyazaki Hayao and Takahata Isao. Both directors have earned a reputation for extraordinary visual inventiveness and technical virtuosity, complex characters and elaborate plots. Several of their films revolve around environmentalist issues, especially Takahata's Pom Poko (1994) and Miyazaki's Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind (1984), Laputa: Castle in the Sky (1986), and Princess Mononoke (1997). Despite their close collaborations, Miyazaki's and Takahata's visions of nature, its relation to human society and the forces that endanger it differ strikingly, especially in the role nature plays in an increasingly human-dominated, urban and technologized world. More broadly, their work positions nature differently in relation to processes of modernization and postmoderniation. Takahata's Pom Poko, in particular, embraces Japan's contemporary urban world and its simulated realities in both its plot and its self-reflexive technique. In general, contemporary animated films seek not so much to portray the natural world mimetically in the way nature documentaries do, but to construct counternatures that explore alternative visions of humans and their environments.
Animated Film and the Environmental Imagination1
Over the last three decades, comic strips, graphic novels and animated films, which had long been considered pop-cultural genres on the margins of the literary and artistic canon, have graduated to mature art forms that regularly engage with serious philosophical and historical issues as well as with Western and Eastern aesthetic traditions. The emergence of the term "graphic novel" in English itself signals the transformation of a genre no longer conveniently described by the earlier concept of the "comic book" with its associations of a mostly juvenile audience, funny or fantastic and for the most part actionoriented plots, two-dimensional characters and unsophisticated visual techniques. In Japan, for example, Nakazawa Given such examples, it is not particularly surprising that graphic novels and animated films would also have engaged with environmentalist concerns, ecological crisis, and more broadly humans' relationship to their natural environment. Ecocriticism, the environmentally oriented subdiscipline of literary and cultural studies, has begun to address these portrayals in
